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Crook Farm was bustling with fiddlers and dancers

Friday evening as fairgoers set up camp for the

weekend beneath the trees at the 35th Annual Crook

Farm Country Fair and Old Time Country Music

Festival.

From 7 p.m. until late evening, the second floor of the

newly painted Bank Building was consumed with the

sounds of string instruments, an accordion and caller

Joe Kwiatkowski directing the square dances. 

Inside, a group of ladies were anxious to get their feet

moving as they tapped their feet and clapped their

hands to the rhythms of country music.

Kwiatkowski called several dances he learned from

Keith Blackmon, who was the caller at Crook Farm for

many years.

Blackmon passed away at the age of 85 in 2011, and in

his memory, Kwiatkowski and Rod Kruppner are

calling the dances at this year’s fair.

Al Button arrived from Allegany, N.Y., in a straw hat with silver and turquoise accents ready to break

in his dancing shoes.

“I’m most looking forward to the square dancing,” Button said.

Judy Mahnke of Salamanca, N.Y., has been square dancing on and off for years. 

“My mother was a square dance caller, and I find square dancing to be a wonderful past time,”

Mahnke said.

Although most participants were familiar with the steps, square dancing can be for everyone. 

Kwiatkowski explained that when people think of square dancing, they’re thinking of modern western

dancing where participants wear elaborate skirts, hats and bows. 

“This is traditional square dancing, anyone can walk in and get involved. My advice is: Don’t think,

listen — just move.”

Traditionally, participants switch partners for every dance, so square dancing is a great way to meet

new people while enjoying some folk and country tunes.

All the music played in the Bank Building can be traced back to beginning of the country, with tunes
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Dancers follow the instructions of the caller

at the round and square dance held Friday

night at Crook Farm. Friday kicked off the

Bradford Landmark Society’s Crook Farm

Fair &amp; Old Time Country Music

Festival, which continues today and

Sunday.
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about 100-200 years old. This only adds to the historically rich experience at the Crook Farm Country

Fair.

“If you know your left from right and can follow instructions, the callers will help you each step of

the way,” Howard Blumenthal, music director, told The Era Friday.

Sharon Prentice of Shinglehouse learned there was a festival with music from a friend. 

“My aunt always help set up the fair. She passed away three weeks ago, so I come here in her honor,”

Prentice said.

This was Prentice’s first time square dancing in years. 

“We used to square dance in gym class, and we also learned the Mexican hat dance and the bunny

hop,” she added. 

In previous years, the Crook Farm Country Fair featured brass bands, but in recent years, folk and

country music has been the genre of choice in the area.

Elsewhere on the fair grounds, a group of fiddlers set up camp nestled between the trees and stream.

Jim Francis from Ohio plans to camp the duration of the weekend. 

“I’m looking forward to good music and great dancing.” Francis has been playing the fiddle for about

10 years. “I won’t quit until the miracle happens,” he said.

A Friday evening of square dancing was just the beginning to a fun-filled weekend of workshops,

crafts and music.

Other features of the Crook Farm Country Fair include a gospel sing around, vendors, a Landmark

breakfast, woodcarving, weaving, candle dipping, rug weaving and broom making.

There will also be impromptu jam sessions around the fair all weekend and “jam tents” set up for

anyone who enjoys singing, listening or practicing music.

Blumenthal stressed these workshops are going to be geared towards beginners and participants

should not to be discouraged.

“What’s great about folk music is that it’s not competitive. It is more social than economic or

competive. It’s all about seeing friends playing music and having fun,” Blumenthal said. 

For the children, there will be a petting zoo, pony rides and a variety of sweets.

This weekend is not one to be missed at Crook Farm.
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